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SYNOPSES 
 
 
SHORT SYNOPSIS 
In a vibrant and diverse Johannesburg community, 21-year-old Afro-hipster Ayanda has a knack 
for taking neglected pieces of furniture and “bringing them back to love”. Eight years after her 
father’s death, she is determined to revive his prized garage business, which is in deep debt and 
in danger of being sold. The film crackles with infectious energy and style, capturing a vividly 
contemporary view of South Africa. Inspired by the possibilities of a modern African aesthetic 
AYANDA explores the core theme of how we let go of the things and people we love. 
 
 
MEDIUM SYNOPSIS 
A community vibrant with African migrants from across the continent, searching for something 
better, spliced between South African’s indigenous, multi-cultured stalwarts, Yeoville has 
conceived its own set of rules to survive. Occasionally legal. Often – not. 
 
Set in this district, AYANDA is a coming-of-age story of a twenty-one year old Afro-hipster, who 
embarks on a journey of self-discovery when she's thrown into a world of greasy overalls, gender 
stereotypes and abandoned vintage cars once loved, now in need of a young woman’s re-
inventive touch to bring them back to life again. 
  
Since the death of Ayanda’s father, Moses, seven years ago, after a freak accident in his own 
beloved garage, Dorothy, Ayanda’s mother, has resisted interaction with the business, harbouring 
guilt around his death, which she’d rather not re-awaken.  When Ayanda’s “uncle” and part-
owner of the garage, Zama, announces that the business has been in severe debt and it’s time to 
sell, Dorothy, quietly relieved, agrees.  
 
However, Ayanda’s memories of her father are rekindled when she visits the garage one last time. 
Shocked at the state of decline and armed with reminders of its former glory days, Ayanda 
persuades Dorothy to agree to a reprieve. Zama has no choice but to reluctantly approve. And so 
with David, the Nigerian mechanic who harbours trauma from his dark past, and Zoum, the 
enthusiastic but exam-averse non-mechanic, the trio set about rebuilding the business.   
 
After a few false starts and a touch of sabotage, Ayanda grabs onto the vintage car makeover idea, 
and against all odds, the business heads into profit.  And Ayanda into David’s arms – on 
occasion.  However, as success looms, Ayanda becomes obsessed with the version of her father 
she’s re-creating through the garage. She'll go to any length to preserve this illusion, even to the 
extent of betraying David in order to save the business from closure by the cops. And finally – 
when she discovers Zama’s true motivation for the sale, even her mother. 
 
But success feels empty when the realisation sets in – how far she is prepared to go to preserve 
something that is lost entirely in the past – her father, the garage, and her refusal to move forward 
into a future for herself and those she loves. As she sets out to right wrongs with those she's hurt, 
a new era begins. With the skills she has acquired, she begins to build a new business, this time 
with her eye on the future – not the past. 
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LONG SYNOPSIS 
Set in the vibrant, multi-African community of Johannesburg’s Yeoville, AYANDA is a coming-of-
age story of a twenty-one year old Afro-hipster, who embarks on a journey of self-discovery when 
she's thrown into a world of greasy overalls and abandoned vintage cars once loved, in need of a 
young woman’s re-inventive touch to bring them back into love again. 
 
Since the death of Ayanda’s father Moses, eight years ago, after a freak accident in his garage, 
Dorothy, Ayanda’s mother, has resisted interacting with the business or even setting foot in the 
garage. She still harbours guilt around his death which she’d rather not re-awaken. Ayanda has 
no such compulsion. Having carved out a small space within “Moses’ Garage” to remodel scrap-
heap furniture, Ayanda feels connected to her father’s space and his vintage-model Cortina which 
remains the centrepiece of the garage.    
 
Lenaka (19) Ayanda’s brother, who has in the past struggled with alcohol, is kept on the straight 
and narrow by Zama, their unofficial surrogate father and lifelong family friend. A boy on the 
verge of manhood, Lenaka’s recently opened street-side café is pulling in the punters, but they 
are the non-paying kind.  Zama, a respected councillor, has greased a few palms to get the licence 
into place rapidly. No more subbing cops their lunch – Lenaka is thrilled – he’s finally on the road 
to success. 
 
It’s been a year since Sophie’s mother (Dorothy’s sister) passed. With Sophie now living with them, 
things can get a touch crowded. Still, when Dorothy’s birthday comes around she is keen to 
celebrate – more in support of Sophie and to celebrate her gregarious sister’s life, than anything 
else. Not so Andani. It’s a case of bringing out the decorations her father made all those years ago 
– something Dorothy feels inappropriate – for all sorts of reasons we don’t know of yet.  
 
And so begins the party, innocuously enough until Zama is forced to announce that the garage 
has been in severe debt and it’s time to sell. As part owner, he can no longer cover the losses. 
Dorothy is quietly relieved but recognises the news is hard on Ayanda. However, she refuses to 
see it’s the only solution. She can’t conceive a world without the garage, or her carved out space 
to create from. Running out of options she has a revelation, and is egged on by her mate Lip, a 
pseudo punk and go-to-for-anything contact. If Ayanda can re-invent scrap-heap furniture, why 
not cars? Researching to the point of exhaustion, she confronts Dorothy with her inspired re-
inventions. Dorothy hasn’t the heart to deny Ayanda, and under a bit of pressure neither can 
Zama. She’s given a three-month reprieve.  
 
Emptying her bank account of all her savings, Ayanda proudly presents a hardly driveable Chrysler 
to two unenthusiastic mechanics. David, the secretive Nigerian, jests that her creative solutions 
to get this baby on the road and auction-ready, are downright impossible. But it’s Zoum who 
quietly reminds David that jobs are on the line, and with kid number two on the way, Zoum is 
looking desperately unemployable, unlike David, who has surreptitiously secured a university spot 
at Wits Law School. Turning the emotional screws effectively, David re-examines Ayanda’s designs 
and eventually gets swept up by her enthusiasm.  
 
As the trio get down to rebuilding the car, Ayanda creates her first mood board – it’s her 
connection to the past of the previous owner, which inspires the re-invention in the present. And 
as Ayanda and David work round the clock to hit the deadline, the attraction they succumbed to 
once a year before is revived, but both resist any interaction for their own impenetrable reasons.  
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But as they hit the auction, Ayanda can’t watch. She has trouble letting go of her creations, a not-
so-minor issue the boys now realise. No wonder she sold little of her furniture. She sabotaged the 
sales because she cannot let go of the things she loves. With David’s intervention, the auction is 
a triumph. Ayanda joyfully pays Dorothy the first month’s rent.  Then spurred on by their first sale, 
in a rare moment of abandon, Ayanda winds up spending a lustful night with David.   
 
Zama believes the successful first sale is beginners’ luck. He has to. He’s a man on the verge of 
bankruptcy with a multi-million rand tax bill to pay. Facing a stretch in jail for fraud, Zama is 
cornered. The sale of the garage is his only get-out-of-jail-free card, and he has a buyer who will 
pay way over the estimated price. It’s not as if it’s stealing, Zama convinces himself. He’s just 
taking a massive chunk to pay the tax man and will repay Dorothy – somehow.  
 
As Ayanda ploughs her profits into the next car purchase, the business heads into profit.  Until 
one day she returns to find it cleared out, from her pre-bought cars, right down to the tool box. A 
devastated Ayanda will not be defeated. She mobilises the boys to pull in favours, source 
materials – do anything to keep them afloat, David, who has delayed telling Ayanda the truth 
about his move to university, is torn. Can he really abandon Ayanda in her darkest hour?  
 
As options rapidly run out, David is worried. Finally he chooses to forgo his university place and 
sets out to find cars and spares, at unethically reduced prices. Meanwhile, Ayanda pulls out a 
trump card she almost missed. In exchange for a car make-over, she returns with enough cash to 
get the garage going again. Only to find David sporting tools, a couple of car shells and very little 
time to get things back on track! Armed with determination and the odd joint, the trio manage to 
get the garage in shape to begin re-selling at auction, while David comes to terms with giving up 
his university place. However, as success looms for “Moses Garage”, Ayanda becomes obsessed 
with the version of her father she’s re-creating through the garage, and his beloved Cortina.  
 
The three-month deadline is looming, and Dorothy finally takes up Ayanda’s gauntlet, to visit the 
garage and see Ayanda’s work for herself. Stepping inside the garage is far from easy.  But the 
moment she does, she spies – Ayanda lying beneath the car lift - just as Moses had done the night 
he died. Dorothy is assured – they must sell – the reprieve is over.  
 
Ayanda is mortified with her mother’s decision, but when she discovers Zama’s true motives for 
selling the garage, she has no compunction telling her mother to finally claim back what she feels 
is rightfully theirs. That’s her intention. When Zama gets wind of the discovery, he’s a story in 
place to convince Dorothy otherwise. That’s the plan. However as he watches through the 
launderette window, the woman he has loved since they were teenagers, he can’t help but balk 
at the irony – just as Dorothy slowly begins to re-awaken the feelings she had for Zama all those 
years ago, he must admit to Dorothy the extent of his betrayal. And in doing so, he tears up the 
sales contract, and walks out of their lives, and towards a pair of handcuffs.  
 
As the garage turns the corner, Dorothy disappears into a dark recess of her soul, functioning 
solely on a survival basis, while Lenaka’s spirals out of control. Sophie feels it’s all going horribly 
wrong and Ayanda spends all her time at the garage, avoiding the repercussions of Zama’s fallout. 
David too is feeling the weight of Ayanda’s avoidance and so to combat it he begins to re-build 
the Cortina. Ayanda is initially mortified, believing he’s destroying the essence of her father, but 
she comes round to his way of thinking when she sees that she can build the car as it was originally 
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designed. Together they bring back the love to the Cortina, pulling David and Ayanda even closer 
to each other. 
 
Their newfound closeness doesn’t last long.  David is arrested and threatened with deportation 
for obtaining stolen goods found at the garage. Ayanda protests but David comes clean – where 
did Ayanda think he got all that material after the robbery? A fan of vintage cars and seeing the 
real worth of the rare Cortina model, the cop offers a compromise – the car in exchange for 
David’s freedom. Ayanda is distraught. Angry that David put them in this position, she weighs up 
her decision – finally choosing to keep the car. Zoum is furious – she betrayed the man who gave 
up his university spot for her. Ayanda is shocked, he didn’t tell her. Still, she must stick by her 
guns.  
 
As time ebbs on, success for Ayanda begins to feel empty. The Cortina no longer brings her solace.  
Even the garage space itself – a space that was once imbued with comfort and memory, begins to 
feel like a prison. Until one day, while she’s examining an old photo of the garage, of Zama, Moses 
and Dorothy, all youthful and spirited in their first venture together, she notices something she’d 
not seen before. Dorothy was, no – is, in love with Zama.  
 
Ayanda confronts Dorothy about the past, about the night Moses died and her feelings for Zama. 
Dorothy finally unburdens the dark secret she’s held on to all those years. That night Moses 
realised Dorothy was in love with Zama. He fled to the garage to distract himself, failing to realise 
he had calibrated the lift incorrectly. Dorothy reveals that in truth, yes, she loved Zama, but she 
loved Moses too. Deeply. Ayanda takes the full weight of that night in now – making connections 
she hadn’t done before. That night paralysed them both, in ways they are only now beginning to 
wake up to.  
 
As Ayanda packs up the garage for a move to larger premises, she does not miss the Cortina one 
iota – well, perhaps just a bit. Dorothy too makes peace with finally laying Moses to rest, as she 
rounds up the family for prison visiting hours. And David? He’s at Wits studying for a degree. 
Ayanda is meeting him for coffee – who knows what will happen next. 
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Festivals 
 

AYANDA wins coveted jury award at Los Angeles Film Festival 
 
AYANDA had its world premiere in Los Angeles on 13 June. There it won the Special Jury Prize at 
the prestigious Los Angeles Film Festival (LAFF), following its screening in the World Fiction 
Competition.  
 
The judges’ announcement:  
“The Special Jury Prize goes to AYANDA, by Sara Blecher. The Jury Prize goes to a film that is 
entertaining, ambitious and poignant, and announces a fresh and original voice in World Fiction 
Cinema. The director deftly uses animation and reportage to move through a very human and 
socially significant story. The array of contemporary issue – multiculturalism, xenophobia and 
gender – are all dealt with subtly, allowing the audience to take things in at our own pace. This 
film also offers insight to a part of South Africa rarely seen by the western world: a middle-class 
family trying to make sense of secrets, love, pain and life, without making apologies for the 
characters and their situations. Through this honest story of a woman, her mission and the 
people in her life, we’re left with the healing quality of the film's authenticity. The performances 
are very strong, led by the wonderful Fulu Moguvhani in the title role. Vibrant and full of energy, 
the film springs off the screen as the use of colour and the streets of South Africa become an 
integral character of this story.”  
19 June 2015 
 
 
Reviews: 
AYANDA debuted to rave reviews in Los Angeles. 
 
The Examiner said, “The Los Angeles Film Festival’s 2015 mission to find ‘…diverse stories and 
storytellers … who exhibit true and singular voices’ is fully realized with Ayanda. Shot in South 
Africa, writer Trish Malone and director Sara Blecher create a vibrant, colorful film about a 
young woman looking to make her mark in today’s South Africa.” 
 
Entertainment blog Indiewire called the film “an important and fascinating piece that is 
absolutely worth seeing for its representation of a modern African story, which is uniquely, 
distinctively African, but also urban, fresh, and contemporary in a way that is far too rare. 
Anchored by a standout performance by the magnetic Fulu Mugovahni, the vibe and milieu of 
AYANDA is as refreshing as a light summer breeze.” 
 
Culver City Observer named AYANDA a “standout "Must See" in the World Fiction Competition”, 
and “A beautifully lensed film courtesy of cinematographer Jonathan Kovel…” The review 
described Trish Malone’s screenplay as a “a nuanced script with strongly detailed characters 
that come to life through some well oiled, fresh performances,” and said “Fulo Moguvhani is 
nothing short of luminous in the title role with strong supporting performances.” 
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AYANDA to open 2015 Durban International Film Festival 
 
AYANDA has been announced as the opening night film of the 36th Durban International Film 
Festival (DIFF) which takes place from 16 to 26 July, 2015  
 
“We are pleased that this feel-good film will open this year’s festival,” says Pedro Pimenta, 
Director of the DIFF. “The opening film of this, the most prestigious international film event in 
SA, needs to reflect a clear priority established by the festival to reach and develop local 
audiences.” 
 
“The recently published NFVF report on audiences in this country, is very informative and 
revealing in that while the industry has been successfully structured and supported from all 
quarters to allow a regular flow of SA content, much still needs to be done for this content to 
reach local audiences. By once again opening the DIFF with a strong SA film, we endorse this 
objective.” 
 
This is the second opening night film at DIFF for director Sara Blecher. Her film OTELO BURNING 
opened the 2011 edition of DIFF to critical acclaim. “We are very proud of AYANDA and are 
thrilled to have it selected as the opening film at this year’s festival. The film had a very 
successful screening in Cannes in May, and we look forward to screening it to festival-goers in 
Durban,” says Blecher. 
 
“AYANDA offers an interesting and positive convergence of talents style, resources and 
distribution potential for the film market,” says Pimenta. “There is a real sense that reaching an 
audience has been the most important motivation equally shared by the filmmakers and their 
financiers in its creation.” 
 
“AYANDA celebrates the diversity of our country and revels in the fact that we are a multi-
cultural, colourful and exciting melting pot of Africa,” says co-producer Terry Pheto.  “With this 
film we have tried to capture the Afropolitan nature of our country and the energy of its 
people.” 
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Q&A – Sara Blecher – Director 
 
 
Describe the relationship between photographs and memory in the film? 
AYANDA is a youthful, fun, coming-of-age story. The visual style of the film articulates all of this 
as well as ideas around the framing of reality: that includes what falls within the frame and, 
sometimes more interestingly, what falls outside of the frame. Framing is primarily concerned 
with the position and perspective of the viewer. The position of the observer has tremendous 
impact on their perception of the main subject, in terms of aesthetics and in their interpretation 
of its meaning. 
 
In the story it is the re-evaluation of a photograph, a single captured moment, that allows 
Ayanda to revisit her past and correct the erroneous understanding she has of her mother, her 
father and her uncle Zama – who one could say was incorrectly “framed”. In a similar way the 
film explores this idea visually.  
 
The film explores how “photos bring back memories and memories bring back feelings”.  
The narrative itself is framed through the lens of a documentarian filmmaker who is looking to 
capture the real Africa through its residents. The film opens with Anthony, a photographer and 
filmmaker, arriving at Moses Garage to film an interview with Ayanda. He announces his 
intention to create an art installation -- just as he has already done in various cities across the 
continent. His mission is to capture the character of a particular place at a particular moment. 
His modus operandi: to invite people to tell their stories – in either still photographs or video – 
directly to his camera. These images and short interviews are then intercut into the drama of 
the film. His installation, which encompasses the narrative of the film, is one such articulation of 
this idea.  
 
 
Why did you choose Yeoville as the backdrop for the film? 
Images from Anthony’s installation have been used to give the audience a snapshot of Yeoville 
in 2015. A cultural melting pot where it’s usual to hear many languages spoken on the streets, 
Yeoville today is a vibrant community of migrants from across the African continent who co-
exist without the angst of the xenophobia that has littered our recent past.  
 
Portraying this community helps showcase the potential normalcy of pan-African relationships 
in our country – when they work. These images have been sorely lacking in popular culture and 
presenting them goes a long way towards making audiences see “other” Africans in a new way. 
Again it’s a question of shifting the frame away from xenophobia, and to show instead where 
these inter-national relationships are successful.  
 
 
You’ve described the film as a “love letter” to your daughter. What does that mean? 
My vision for the film was to present a new kind of role model for young girls who are on the 
cusp of adulthood, much like the 2007 Canadian-American film JUNO did in its portrayal of a 
precocious teen. I wanted to tell a story that would allow them to consider new options and 
possibilities for their own lives. I wanted to showcase a successful, young woman, an 
entrepreneur, who manages to navigate her way through the grease and garages that typically 
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define a man’s world. And one who does so without having to compromise her own passion, 
originality or style.  
 
Being the mother of one such girl, AYANDA is my love letter to South African girls in their early 
twenties. There has not yet been any successful local content, be it film or television, that deals 
intelligently with the 20-something South African woman. It is a crucial time for a young woman 
to make decisions about who she wants to be in the world and this story hopes to present 
different possibilities to her, that are outside of the norm. 
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CAST 
 
 
FULU MUGOVHANI – AYANDA  
Fulu Mugovhani is a South African actress and singer best known for her role as Anzani, a young 
aspirant photojournalist who must deal with preconceptions about her values and ambitions 
because of her association with the trashy tabloid that is Secrets, in the e.tv soapie Scandal! 
joining the show in October 2013. 
After graduating from the Tshwane University of Technology in 2011, she was also a vocalist at 
the Festival of the Lion King in Hong Kong. 
 
 
NTHATI MOSHESH – DOROTHY  
Nthati Moshesh is a South African actress best known for her leading roles in the drama series 
Home Affairs (2005-2006) and 7de Laan (2000-2002). Her first film was, Kini and Adam, was on 
the official selection list for the 1996 Cannes Film Festival. In 2000 she played the lead in Anant 
Singh's film The Long Run and Kin (2002). Other film credits include roles in Beat the Drum (2003); 
Round Trip (2003) and Cape of Good Hope (2004). She also appeared in the Dutch feature film 
The Seven of Daran: Battle of Pareo Rock (2008.) 
Her TV credits also include Soldier, Soldier; Gaz'lam; Interrogation Room; The Deafening Silence; 
Scout's Safari (for the US Discovery Channel); Snitch; and Homecoming as well as British drama, 
Silent Witness. 
Nthati has acted in several mini-series, among others, Human Cargo (2004), which she won a 
Canadian Gemini award for, for Best Performance by an Actress in a Featured as well as 
Supporting Role, in a Dramatic Program or Mini-Series. Other mini-series includes Whiskey Echo 
(2005) and Only Love (1998). In 2013 she had a starring role in the Mzansi Magic mini-series Naledi 
and in 2014 played the lead role of Dibuseng Makwarela in the SABC2 thriller series Thola. 
 
 
OC UKEJE – DAVID  
O.C. Ukeje studied at the University of Lagos, Nigeria where he performed a lead role in a stage 
play. His first screen appearance was in WHITE WATERS (2008). 
He attended the African Movie Academy Award (AMAA) for the Best Upcoming Actor (2008) and 
the City People's Award for Best New Act (2010). Some of his other film credits include COMRADE, 
THE AWAKENING, POZA (2013) and CONFUSION NA WA (2013). O.C was on the repertory team, 
which showcased three stage plays for Nigeria House at the London Cultural Olympiad (2012) and 
played the second lead in GONE TOO FAR. 
He received the 2013 Best Actor in a Drama Award at the inaugural Africa Magic Viewers' Choice 
Awards ceremony; the 2013 Best Actor in a Lead Role Award at the Nigerian Entertainment 
Awards. 
O.C was nominated in the Best Actor category at the Africa Movie Academy Awards (AMAA); 2013 
Golden Icons Academy Movie Awards (GIAMA); Best Of Nollywood Awards (BON); 2013 Future 
Awards Africa Prize in Entertainment Category and Best Lead Actor and Rising Star categories for 
the 2013 Nigerian Movie Awards (NMA).  
In his spare time he writes material for his music, works on radio jingles and collaborates with 
other musical artistes and producers. 
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KENNETH NKOSI -- ZAMA 
Kenneth Nkosi is a South African actor best known for his roles as The Pastor in the television 
drama GAZ'LAM and as Aap in the Oscar-winning film TSOTSI (2005). His other film credits include 
FELA'S TV,  JERUSALEMA, MAFRIKA, WHITE WEDDING and the international box office hit 
DISTRICT 9. 
In 1993 Nkosi enrolled at the Market Theatre Laboratory in Johannesburg. He made his stage 
debut two years later in the comedy AFRODIZZIA at the Johannesburg Civic Theatre. He has 
worked in a variety of productions and is a member of the South African Sports Company and a 
field worker for the Market Theatre Laboratory. 
He is well known on television for his performances in the soap opera ISIDINGO and in SAINTS, 
SINNERS AND SETTLERS and for his appearances on e.tv's THE TOASTY SHOW. Nkosi also appeared 
in the 2007 mini-series SOCIETY and had a starring role in the Mzansi Magic comedy series 
BOOMBA and TT (2012). 
He co-produced the sitcom MZEE WA TWO SIX and shows he’s hosted include the SABC2 World 
Cup show SIYAYA (2010) as well as the SABC1 reality competition television series CLASS ACT, 
from 2010-2011. In 2011 Nkosi was one of the featured celebrities interviewed by Nicky Greenwall 
in THE CLOSE UP, which aired on e.tv and DStv's eNews channel. In 2013 he began hosting the 
MZANSI MAGIC and MZANSI WETHU game shows and in 2014 he hosted the e.tv reality 
competition series SA'S KITCHEN QUEENS. 
 
 
JAFTA MAMABOLA -- LENAKA 
Jafta Mamabolo is a South African actor who attended the National School of Arts and is known 
for his role as Thapelo in the third and fourth seasons of the SABC1 youth drama series SOUL 
BUDDYZ. 
Jafta’s early work includes presenting jobs on THE MOLO SHOW, YO TV HOT KIDS, CRAZE E, KNOCK 
and XILUVA, but it was his portrayal of Kunene, a lead role in the acclaimed JERUSALEMA that 
brought him to international attention. 
He has also appeared in THE LIGHTHOUSE, ERFSONDES and BROTHERS IN LAW. For his role as 
Otelo Buthelezi in the multi-award winning OTELO BURNING (2012) he was nominated for an 
Africa Movie Academy Award in Nigeria (AMAA) for Best Actor in A Leading Role. 
With his fluency in a couple of languages he has also worked with stations such as Motsweding 
FM, Lesedi FM, Ukhozi FM and Thobela FM. As a presenter, Mamabolo has also worked with E.tv’s 
Craze and other SABC’s productions such as RED RIBBON. Mamabolo produced and starred in the 
Vuzu reality series Forever Young and in the same year he was one of the starring cast members 
of the SABC3 satirical sketch comedy series SKETCH U LATER. He also took over as the host of the 
Vuzu docu-reality series, TOP SHAYELA in 2012 and in 2015 he hosted the Mzansi Magic reality 
series LOVE BACK. 
 
 
THOMAS GUMEDE 
Thomas Gumede is a South African actor and comedian best known for his role as Siphiwe in the 
SABC1 drama series A PLACE CALLED HOME (2006-2009). 
He is also known for being the co-host of the SABC1 youth talk show THE CYPHER, which 
premiered on Thursday 19 July (2007) and had a starring role in the SABC1 drama series BAY OF 
PLENTY (2007-2008). Other television series among others include GOTHIA CAPER, 
MTHUNZINI.COM, BACKSTAGE, HOME AFFAIRS and SOUL CITY, and in 2013 he had a starring role 
as Zanele in the SABC1 sitcom SINGLE GUYS. Gumede’s biggest film success to date was OTELO 
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BURNING, where he played the co-lead role of New Year. The film went on to win multiple awards 
internationally and he was nominated for Best Young/Promising Actor at the Africa Movie 
Academy Awards in Nigeria (AMAA) in 2012. 
He also performs at numerous live comedy gigs, including the successful 99% ZULU comedy show 
in Durban. Gumede was the host of the SABC1 reality competition talent show SO YOU THINK 
YOU'RE FUNNY! (2008-2009).  
 
 
SIHLE XABA 
Sihle Xaba, from Lamontville is a senior lifeguard and pro body boarder. His love for acting began 
after meeting Sara Blecher in 2003 while body boarding. He told her his story of how he started 
body boarding and lifeguarding – 80% of lifeguards on the Durban beachfront come from the 
same township where he grew up. He attended a series of workshops hosted by Blecher along 
with actors such as Meshack Mavuso and Ntati Moshesh.  
Shortly after, Xaba landed the series lead in BAY OF PLENTY (2008), where he played the part of 
Jabulani. Other television credits include TSHISA 2 (2009), the 2010 mini-series, INTERSEXIONS 
and FALLEN (2011). 
Sihle played a role in a short film called THE PUZZLE in 2009 and he also had a featuring role in the 
international production BLOOD AND OIL (2010), but his most formidable work was as part of the 
lead cast for OTELO BURNING as Mandla. The film received significant acclaim internationally and 
won a multitude of awards. In 2012, Xaba was nominated for Best Young/Promising Actor at the 
Africa Movie Academy Awards in Nigeria (AMAA) for his role.  
In 2014 he starred in a film called LUTHANDO, which screened on Mzansi Magic 161 for Durban 
Motion Pictures and he has recently completed another film with Durban Motion Pictures called 
BREAKPOINT playing ex-cop, Mafika. 
 
 
VANESSA COOKE 
Vanessa Cooke began her career in theatre at the age of 4 when she performed on stage at His 
Majesty’s Theatre in Johannesburg in MADAM BUTTERFLY by the Italian Opera Company. 
She has performed in more than 50 stage productions, the most recent including DREAM OF THE 
DOG, LES PARENTS TERRIBLE (INDISCRETIONS), HOW I LEARNT TO DRIVE, for which she won 1999 
FNB Vita Award for Best Supporting Actress. 
Cooke has been an active participant in THEATRESPORTS since 1993. She is Director of the Market 
Theatre Laboratory and is a founder member of the Market Theatre in Johannesburg. She is also 
an avid stage play as well as screenplay writer and stage director. Among some of her work she 
has written and also performed in is the film THE NATIVE WHO CAUSED ALL THE TROUBLE, for 
which she was nominated in 1998 for an AA Vita Award For Best Actress and also for the MNET 
Film Awards for Best Actress. The film also won the Amstel Award for Best Script.  
Cooke also has an extensive list of television and film credits behind her name. Her television 
credits include, among many others a supporting role in SABC’s IZOSO CONNECTION; SORTED; 
HARD COPY and also as the therapist in ISIDINGO. Cooke’s film credits vary from her supporting 
parts in CATCH A FIRE, GHOST SON and TRIOMF to her lead roles in films like WE REMEMBER 
DIFFERENTLY, MAPANTSULA SUPPORT and FORGOTTEN SUMMER. 
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ARTHUR MOLEPO 
Arthur Molepo is a South African actor and sculptor best known for his role as Busang, the black 
sheep of the family, in the SABC1 soap opera Generations and is also known for his role as Sydney 
Shabalala in the e.tv soapie RHYTHM CITY.  
Other television series he has acted in include THE LAB, SOUL CITY, SOKHULU & PARTNERS, WHEN 
I EAT CHOCOLATE, I REMEMBER YOU and the Mzansi Magic original drama series MSHIKA-SHIKA. 
Feature films include MAPANTSULA, HIJACK STORIES, ORLANDO and the short films VICTOR 
ORANGE and THE STOREKEEPER. 
Molepo has also been in numerous theatre productions including Pieter-Dirk Uys's SCORCHED 
EARTH (1989), Barney Simon's STARBRITES at the Market Theatre in 1990, and MacBeki (2009), 
and SISYPHUS, NONGOGO, DIKICHINING, MARABI, SAUER STREET and SIZWE BANSI IS DEAD. He 
originated the role of Mingus in the stage musical SOPHIATOWN at the Junction Avenue Theatre 
Company. 
 
 
YOLISWA MZWAKALI 
Yoliswa Mzwakali first appeared on television screens in an FNB advertisement (2011) where she 
sang the South African National Anthem to a packed FNB Stadium. After that she has sang the 
National Anthem on the stages of FNB’s corporate functions and also for various other companies. 
In 2011 Mzwakali was invited to sing at the FNB Nelson Mandela tribute function. 
She recently landed a featuring role in THE AVENGERS 2: AGE OF ALTRON (2015). She hasn’t won 
any wards as of yet, but her best moments are when she is in front of the camera and she is 
looking forward to many more.  
When she is not at school, Mzwakali spends her time writing songs and travelling with her family. 
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CREW 
 
 
SARA BLECHER (DIRECTOR) 
Sara Blecher is a co-founder of CINGA Productions, a South African based film and television 
production company that has made a number of award-winning drama series including the local 
drama ZERO TOLERANCE (2011), which was nominated for an international Emmy award. Blecher 
co-created, wrote, directed and produced many episodes in this series.   
A graduate of NYU she also works as a drama and documentary producer/director. Blecher has 
made some outstanding and noteworthy documentaries including KOBUS AND DUMILE for which 
she won CNN’s African journalist of the year award as well as SURFING SOWETO, which won the 
South African Film and Television Golden Horn Award for Best Documentary Feature in 2012 
(SAFTAS) and Best Full Length Documentary at the 5th annual Africa World Documentary Film 
Festival 2012 held in St. Louis (AWDFF).  
She is co-creator, director, and producer of the award-winning 36-part drama BAY OF PLENTY and 
has also been director as well as series producer of the local version of WHO DO YOU THINK YOU 
ARE? An honours graduate of NYU, Blecher lives in Johannesburg where she has just recently 
completed production on the feature, DIS EK, ANNA. Her first feature film OTELO BURNING has 
been screened with great critical acclaim and won more than 17 international awards. 
 
 
TERRY PHETO (PRODUCER) 
Born Moitheri Pheto in a South African township, Pheto’s love for drama led her to a community 
theatre group after she moved to Soweto.  
After she was discovered on stage, Pheto was cast in the Oscar-winning movie, TSOTSI as the lead. 
This first Academy Award for an African film secured her place as an African movie star. Pheto 
went on to feature in a number of films including CATCH A FIRE, and THE COLOUR OF FREEDOM, 
followed by MAFRIKA AND MOEKGO as well as the STICKFIGHTER. Her latest feature film, HOW 
TO STEAL 2 MILLION won four Africa Movie Academy Awards in 2012, including Best Picture and 
Best Actress in a Supporting Role. 
Pheto also went on to star in successful television series, including Emmy-nominated HOPEVILLE 
in South Africa, and recently became the first African to land a recurring role on THE BOLD AND 
THE BEAUTIFUL. 
Terry was also the first South African actress to be the spokesperson and face of giant cosmetic 
brand, L’Oreal Paris. The Mail and Guardian Book of Women 2011 featured her as one of the Top 
10 Most Influential Women in South Africa.  
She supports many charities including Reach for a Dream and Champions of the Environment and 
she is also cutting her teeth in the business world. In 2009 she launched her own company called 
Leading Lady Investment Holdings, which has a film production unit, an events arm as well as a 
lifestyle and product-manufacturing wing. Leading Lady is also looking into launching an Art 
Foundation called Leading Lady Foundation, which will be the CSI arm of the company. The 
Foundation will facilitate and focus on Pheto’s love for the arts and teaching. 
   
 
BUSI SIZANI (PRODUCER) 
For the past 12 years, Busi Sizani has pursued a career in broadcasting and media, producing a 
number of television programs and live broadcasts. Besides her creative insight and eye for 
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innovation, her project management/line producing skills include: creative strategy, project 
management, logistics and co-ordinating satellite delivery for international broadcasters as well 
as internal corporate media. Striving to challenge conversion on brand integration and extensions 
in media platforms, she continued to consult, manage and produce compelling content for clients. 
Sizani has worked as executive producer at Octagon on various branded, pre-recorded and live 
broadcasts with such brands as Coca Cola, MTN, MasterCard, live cricket broadcasts in South 
Africa and Zimbabwe and the 2010 FIFA World Cup and talent projects such as BREAKING THE 
MOULD with Venus and Serena Williams.  
She went on to manage the commercial (brand exploitation) department activities for Endemol 
South Africa, which produces international and locally made TV formats in South Africa as well as 
East and West Africa. Identifying a niche, she established her strategic consultancy, Legacy, which 
specialises in strategic management: providing creative solutions for commercial success to 
talent, independent producers, production houses and various brands. AYANDA is Sizani’s first 
foray into film and a brave step in challenging convention in how Africa does business in the 
creative arts. She works with independent directors and content creators to look beyond creating 
compelling content, to developing sustainable commercial properties. 
 
 
ROBBIE THORPE (PRODUCER) 
Robbie Thorpe has worked in film and television, firstly as an editor and later as both a producer 
and a director, for over 29 years. In 2003 Robbie along with Akin Omotoso and Kgomotso 
Matsunyane formed T.O.M. pictures. Robbie has produced over two hundred hours of television 
and six feature films. 
Television includes the Emmy nominated comedy series SORTED and the award winning drama 
series A PLACE CALLED HOME. Robbie produced the feature film MATERIAL, which won the 
South African Film and Television Golden Horn Award for Best Film (SAFTAS) and most recently 
TELL ME SWEET SOMETHING. In 2012 together with long-time collaborator Akin Omotoso he 
formed Rififi pictures with the aim of producing quality African product. Thorpe has taught film 
and television at the Newtown Film School, Monash University, at the SABC and most recently 
at Big Fish Digital Film School. He was a founder member of the South African Guild of Editors 
(SAGE) and The Producers Alliance (TPA).  
 
 
JONATHAN KOVEL (DP) 
Jonathan Kovel has been living and working in Johannesburg for fifteen years. Having started in 
film in New York, where he graduated from Columbia University Film School, he is now firmly 
ensconced in the South African film and television industry. Fluent in French, as well as semi-
fluent in Spanish, he has shot all over the world, including Canada, Mexico, Peru, Curaçao, Ireland, 
France, Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique, Swaziland, Kenya and Indonesia.  
In South Africa he has shot commercials for Freshwater, Picture Tree, Fresh Eye, Catapult, and 
Velocity among others.  
He has recently shot and directed several commercials for Alison Productions in Kenya. He has 
done numerous local and international documentaries, including Keep the River on your Right, 
winner of the Best Film Award at Amsterdam’s IDFA Film Festival, and 28 Up South Africa for ITV 
and Al Jazeera. His narrative work ranges from television dramas for Quizzical Pictures, Ochre 
Media, Bomb Shelter, and Penguin Films, to feature films for Tom Pictures, Roguestar Films, and 
Little Bird Productions. He recently shot a feature film in Dublin, Ireland for Newgrange Pictures, 
Happy Ever Afters, starring Golden Globe winning actress Sally Hawkins, and a local feature, OF 
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GOOD REPORT, for director Jahmil Qubeka and Spier Films, which played to great critical acclaim 
at the Toronto, London, and Chicago Film Festivals, and won Best Film at the 2014 SAFTAS and 
2014 AMAA. 
 
 
NICHOLAS COSTARAS (EDITOR) 
Nick Costaras received a BSc degree at The University of Pretoria (TUKS) and then started off 
working for a bank. Just over a year later, he left the bank and pursued a career in music as a 
producer/bass player. During a tour to England, he bought his first camera and made a 
documentary of the band's travels. That was when he fell in love with motion picture. 
 Since then he’s been behind the camera and cutting furiously. He spent many years traveling and 
working on documentaries from child slavery and gangs in Haiti to protests in Tiananmen Square. 
His television and commercial credits are vast and in 2006 Costaras was nominated for a South 
African Film and Television Award for Best Editor in Comedy Series CITY SESLA’ (SAFTA) and again 
in 2011 for Best Editor in a Documentary for Dawn of a New Day. He helmed his first feature, Semi 
Soet as Director of Photography and Editor in 2010, which was a great local commercial success. 
Since then his body of work has grown in various arenas in entertainment, adding to his collection 
films such as AGTER DIE LIGTE, a music feature film (2012), HARD TO GET (2014) and GRIMSBY 
(2014). 
As an editor, Costaras has achieved great success winning as Best Editor at the Silverskerm Festival 
in 2013 for FAAN SE TREIN.  
 
 
TRISH MALONE (WRITER) 
Trish Malone’s path to scriptwriting started in the UK where, as a BBC drama trained script editor 
(and latterly executive producer), she worked on a bunch of BBC drama series, singles and 
features. Since arriving in South Africa she has worked extensively as script consultant with the 
likes of Paul Raleigh, Janine Eser, David Max Brown, Akin Omotoso, Mfundi Vundla, to name but 
a few. She has also lectured extensively at the University of the Witwatersrand in screenwriting. 
Her passion for writing was realised when she made the transition to writing scripts and story. 
She has conceptualised, written, story-lined and story-edited on various television shows in South 
Africa and currently in Nigeria.  AYANDA is Trish’s second feature film to be produced. 
 
 
TIAGO CORREIA-PAULO (MUSIC) 
Tiago Correia-Paulo is a native Mozambican who received a Bachelor’s degree in Development 
Economics and Human Resource Management in South Africa, but from a very early age his main 
interests have been music and film. As a teenager he started taking pictures with his dads 35mm 
camera and playing guitar around campfires. In his late teens he started playing drums and guitar 
with various local garage bands. 
Based in Johannesburg after University in 2001, he worked as a freelance graphic designer while 
he composed, produced and performed for a decade with two prominent musical groups in South 
Africa. He released three albums each with the bands, 340ml and Tumi and The Volume. Correia-
Paulo has also collaborated with several artists on their albums, among others with Nana on the 
album Five Loaves and Two Fish (2004) including Chimurenga Soul with Netsayi in 2005 and in 
2006, CD4 Red for Life. 
Tiago has also been a music producer for artists such as Bongi Mvuyana with his album Dopamine 
(2013) and Zeus Deuce, African Time (2013). To add to his creative repertoire, he has been a film 
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producer, director and editor for various short films and music videos, but it was in 2005 that 
Correia-Paulo worked on his first soundtrack for the film HOLIDAY followed by films like 
SANCTUARY (2008), the award winning OTELO BURNING (2012), Viagem ao Centro de Capricórnio 
(2013), the short films GOODBYE MALARIA and THE RED THREAD (2014) and, most recently, the 
soundtrack for the documentary MAPUTO EMERGENTE (2015). 
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Credits 
 

Ayanda FULU MUGOVHANI 
David OC UKEJE 

Dorothy NTHATI MOSHESH 
Zama KENNETH NKOSI 

  
Lenaka JAFTA MAMABOLO 

Zoum THOMAS GUMEDE 
Sifiso SIHLE XABA 
Sadie VANESSA COOKE 

Lip MAKGOTSO M 
  

Sophie YOLISWA MZWAKALI 
Mpilo MINENHLE NQABA SHAZI 
Blade MPHO JOSEPH MOLEPO 
Adze MoMo MATSUNYANE 
Ayo EFEMENA TOMMY ADABAMU 
Bart PETER KATULIIBA 

Bart’s Granddaughter NEO LEBELOE 
Raid Cop DEAN PILLAY 

Desmond TERRY PHETO 
Framer MBAYO ALBERT LEYA 

  
Karen KARIN VAN DER LAAG 

Kennedy OBEY MUCHIPISI 
Michael MASEGO ‘MAPS’ MAPONYANE 

Moses OVIE COLLINS 
Old School Merc Guy OSMAN ALI OSMAN 

Tazz Student 1 DINEO MOEKETSI 
Tazz Student 2 LINDA SIFUMBA 

Tebogo WANDA BALOYI 
  

Tumelo ARTHUR MOLEPO 
Tumi SUSAN NTOMBIKAYISE NXUMALO 

Uncle Nelson DAMBUZA NQUMASHE 
Zanele NOMPILO TRUTH SHAZI 

Ethiopian Woman MAHLET GASHAW 
Auctioneer TREVOR STIEBEL 

Angolan Widower NELO BRAZ 
  

Kid Painting Furniture ITA COLLINS 
Lebogang YOLISA SPHAMBO 

Cop 1 ZABALAZA MCHUNU 
Little Ayanda PFANO CLARA RATOMBO 

Spike  REATILE MOALUSI 
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Director SARA BLECHER 
Writer TRISH MALONE 

Line Producer FRANK PEROLD 
Production Manager ADDIE VIGÁRIO 
1st Assistant Director THABANI GIGABA 
2nd Assistant Director LWANDILE VIWE MBEBE  

Trainee 3rd Assistant Director KGAMEDI ‘ACE’ MABASA 
  

Script Supervisor SALAMINA MOKONE 
  

Production Accountant ELMIEN VAN HEES 
Accounts Trainee IMRAAN JEEVA 

  
Production Designer FLO BALLACK 

Props Master SEDICK DE JONGH 
Props Standby THUBANKATA ‘THUBI’ KHUZWAYO 

 SIKHUMBUZO KUMALO 
Assistant Standby KHEHLA KENNETH NKOSI 

 LEHLOHONOLO MAITSE 
Props Assistant SIMPHIWE NKOSI 

Action Vehicles Coordinator MICHAEL QUIGLEY 
  

Stylist JONNA SLAPPENDEL 
Stylist/Designer/Key Standby SIBUSISO MASONDO 

Stylist/Designer HLOKOMELO MOLOI 
Driver GRANT NKOSI 

  
Key Make-up & Hair LOUIZA CALORE 

Make-up & Hair Trainee NOKWETHEMBA ‘NOKS’ KHUMALO 
 GOPOLANG SEDILE 
  

Director of Photography JONATHAN KOVEL 
Focus Puller NADIA TERBLANCHE 

Data Wrangler ETHAN OGILVIE 
Camera Trainee DOWELANI NENZHELELE 

  
Stills Photographer ANTHONY BILA 

TREVOR STUURMAN 
Additional Still Photographer REATILE MOALUSI 

  
 Sound Mixer PRESIDENT KAPA 

Boom Swinger CLIVE MAKHANYA 
  

Gaffer WILLY TSHIPAPE 
Best Boy Lighting SIZWE TWALA 

Junior Spark JOHANNES MASEEMA 
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Generator Operator LUCKY RIHLAMPFU 
 BRIAN NKOSI 
  

Key Grip MANDLENKOSI BRUTUS SIMELANE 
  

Locations & Unit Manager BONGANI DLAMINI 
Unit Assistant SANDILE ‘EDDIE’ BHENGU 

  
  

Production Coordinator  RETHABILE MOTHOBI 
Trainee Director’s Assistant NEO LEBELOE 

Production Assistant/Cast Driver IKE MOTSOARI 
Cast Driver SHIMMY MADIMABE 

  
Dailies On Set Production Assistants NHLANHLA ‘LUCKY’ MPHUTHI 

 GABISILI ‘GABI’ DLADLA 
 SIBUSISO ‘LUCKY’ TSHABALALA 
 SHADRACK MAHLANGU 
 GEORGE MOKAIWA 
 THULANE TSHABALALA 
  

Featured Extras & Extras Supplied By URBAN LITES PRODUCTIONS 
  

Post-Production Facilities LADIES AND GENTLEMEN  
  

Editor NICHOLAS COSTARAS 
  

Post-Production Supervisor MARC BALEIZA 
Digital Dailies Supervisor ALAN COOK 
Digital Dailies Technician MAX MTHEMBU 

  
Animation ALEXANDER MELCK 

Animation Assistants ILZE WESSELS 

ITUMELENG MASHIFANE 
Colorist & Grading KIM HOBBS 

Sound Design 
 

GUY STEER 
 

  
Music Composer TIAGO CORREIA-PAULO  

  
  

For National Film & Video Foundation 
Head of Production and Development 

 
CLARENCE HAMILTON 

Manager Fiction 
 

For Africa Magic  

THANDEKA ZWANE 
 
TIWA MEDUBI 
YIBO KOKO 
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Regional Director of M-Net West  WANGI MBA-UZOUKWU 
 

  
For the Gauteng Film Commission DESMOND MTHEMBU 

  
  

Completion Guarantor HOLLARD FILM GUARANTORS 
 PAUL RALEIGH 
  

Film Producers Insurance CGM INSURANCE BROKERS 
 HANLIE CARSTENS 
  

  
Set Catering LILLY ROSEMANY & THE JACK OF ARTS 

 
Team Leader CHRISTEL WESSELS 

Assistant Team Leader LYDIA SKHOSANA 
Catering Assistant EUGENE MAFELA 

 LEMON DUBE 
Craft Lady PATIENCE MCUBE 

  
Camera, Lighting & Grips Equipment MEDIA FILM SERVICE 

ORBITAL LIGHTING 
RED PEPPER 
  

Unit Vehicles IMPERIAL TRUCK HIRE 
 TEMPEST CAR HIRE 

THE MOVING BILLBOARD PICTURE 
COMPANY 

  
Set Security MOVIE SECURITY CC 

  
Unit Equipment THE HANDYMAN CREW 

 
 

MUSIC 
 

Dancing in our Darkest Days 
Performed by OLA KOBAK 

Written by OLA KOBAK 
Courtesy of Ola Kobak, Independent 

Published by Ola Kobak, Independent 
 

House of the Rising Sun 
Performed by MIRIAM MAKEBA 
Arranged by MIRIAM MAKEBA 

Courtesy of Siyandisa Music (PTY) Ltd 
Published by Siyandisa Music (PTY) Ltd 
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Rise Up 
Performed by MILK COFFEE & SUGAR featuring TUMI 

Written by Gael Faye, Edgar Sekloka and TUMI (Boitumelo Molekane) 
Composed by JR EakEe and P&C 2010 6D Productions 

Courtesy of 6D Productions 
Published by En Nous Publishing 

 
 

Make it Happen 
Performed by 340ml, featuring Thandiswa Mazwai and Moreira Chonguiça 

Written by Pedro da Silva Pinto, Tiago Correia-Paulo, Rui Soeiro, Paulo Chibanga, Thandiswa 
Mazwai and Moreira Chonguiça 

Courtesy of 340ml Music CC. Taken from the Album 'Sorry For The Delay' by 340ml 
Published by 340ml Music CC, Amaqaba Music and More Star 

 
 

Fiery Heart, Fiery Mind 
Performed by ALICE PHOEBE LOU 

Written by ALICE PHOEBE LOU 
Courtesy of Mesanic Publishing, Edition/BMG Rights Management GMBH 

Published by David Gresham Music Publishing 
Images courtesy of Anthony Bila for the adidas Originals Unite Joburg Exhibition at AREA3 in 

the Maboneng Precinct, Johannesburg.  
 

 
The filmmakers would like to thank 

 
STEVE COLLINS, AYANDA COLLINS, PELE COLLINS 

BASIL BLECHER, HILARY BLECHER 
AMADODA ANE NTSHEBE NOMFAZI OMLUNGU 

BLACKROOT CREATIONZ 
CHANTELLE ELS, Urban Hip Hotels 

CAPTAIN MOONSAMY 
THE EXPRESSIONIST BLOG 

FEZEKA NDAMASE, Joburg Property Company 
GUGU BUTHELEZI, Johannesburg Metro Department 

KAFFEIN ONLINE MAGAZINE  
MARY-ANN MDA and KEITH FOX, Spaza 

THE PEOPLE OF YEOVILLE 
RE: JEANS 

SUREN NAIDOO 
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Filmed on location in Johannesburg, 
Gauteng, South Africa 

 
Produced in association with the  

 
National Film & Video Foundation 
Department of Trade & Industry 

Africa Magic 
Gauteng Film Commission  

 
 

This is a fictional program based on an original screenplay.  Names, characters, places and 
incidents are fictional or are used fictitiously.  Any resemblance to events, persons, products or 

institutions, either real or fictitious, is entirely coincidental. 
 

All rights reserved 
© 2014 Andani and the Mechanic (Pty) Ltd 

 


